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Broadcasting Video With the Knowledge of User
Delay Preference

S.-H. Gary Chan, Member, IEEEand S.-H. Ivan Yeung

Abstract—In designing a video broadcasting system, the delay
preference of a user is traditionally regarded as unknown. In fact,
such preference can be known upon user’s arrival by employing
some techniques such as i) delay-dependent charging, where users
are offered different levels of pay-per-view (PPV) depending on
the maximum delay they are willing to tolerate; or ii) reservation,
where a user specifies the exact play-time of a movie in advance,
and he/she is charged according to the length of the reservation pe-
riod. We explore, for the first time, the impact of such delay knowl-
edge on request scheduling and system cost in terms of user loss
and stream requirement. For delay-dependent charging, we pro-
pose “Delay-Aware Broadcasting” (DAB) and its variant based on
reservation (DAB-r), where allocation of server streams is driven
by the delay tolerance of a user. DAB-r offers differentiated grade
of services according to user PPVs (and thereof classes). As com-
pared with a system where user delay preference is not known, our
schemes achieve substantially lower user loss rate, higher revenue,
and better fairness. Regarding reservation system, we consider a
scheme where clients can pre-buffer video data. Unicast streams
are used to merge requests back to the on-going broadcast streams.
We show that a reservation system achieves substantially lower
stream requirement as compared to an on-demand system based
on “patching.”

Index Terms—Delay-aware broadcasting, delay preference,
reservation scheme, stream requirement, video broadcasting.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT advances in computing and communication tech-
nologies have made the provisioning of video services

over networks a reality [1]. In order to offer cost-effective video
services accommodating many users, broadcasting techniques
can be used, where users requesting a certain content are served
with a single stream. A typical video broadcasting system
generally consists of 3 components: a central video server, a
broadcast-capable network (such as cable networks) and the
clients (Fig. 1). The central video server stores the video files
and schedules requests, and delivers the requested videos to the
users via the network. The broadcast-capable network is used
so that multiple users may share a stream (or channel). The
clients pay for their service. If their requested movies are not
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displayed within their delay expectation or at their specified
time, they leave the system (i.e., renege) and hence are lost,
constituting a decrease in revenue and service quality. There
may also be a unicast network between the server and clients
for communication and to reduce user delay. We will focus on
such video systems in this paper.

Video systems are traditionally studied under the assumption
that the delay preference of users is not knowna priori [2]–[12].
As a matter of fact, user’s delay preference can be known upon
its arrival by employing some techniques. It is therefore of
interest and importance to explore schemes on making use of
such knowledge, and its implications on user loss and stream
requirement.

One technique to know user delay preference is to use
delay-dependent charging, in which a movie has different
levels of pay-per-view (PPV) corresponding to maximum delay
a user would experience. By choosing a particular PPV, the
user’s delay tolerance is revealed to the server. In general, the
longer a user is willing to wait, the lower is his PPV.1 Given the
delay preference of each user, we propose a batching scheme
termed “Delay-Aware Broadcasting” (DAB) so that the server
streams can be allocated more effectively. In this scheme, the
video server serves the user when it is about to renege (i.e., at
its maximum waiting tolerance), along with the other requests
for the same movie in the queue. We consider that a user not
served by his deadline is regarded as lost. (Note that a user
can certainly keep waiting instead of leaving the system once
the maximum delay corresponding to the PPV is exceeded;
however, we treat such case as good as a “user loss.”) We show
that DAB indeed achieves substantially lower user loss rate as
compared to schemes where delay preference is not known.
However, it does not offer a proper differentiated grades of
services (in terms of loss rate) to the users depending on their
PPVs. To address this, we propose a reservation scheme termed
DAB-r in which streams can be reserved or re-allocated to
those higher-priority users. We show that the scheme achieves
appropriate differentiation among user classes, substantially
lower loss rate, higher revenue, and better fairness in loss
rate across movies. One strength of DAB and DAB-r is that,
as opposed to some recently proposed schemes, there is no
additional requirement on client buffers or server caches to
achieve a substantially lower loss rate. To put in other words,
our schemes are independent with other client buffering or
server caching techniques such as “patching” to further reduce
the loss rate.

1By setting the PPV pricing structure, it is hence able to alter user’s waiting
behavior. It is beyond the scope of this paper to address how user delay behavior
can be altered by means of pricing/charging schemes, which by itself is an active
area in marketing research.
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Another way to know user’s delay preference is through
reservation, in which users specify to the server the exact
play-time of the movies in advance. The reservation period,
defined as the difference between the play-time and the arrival
time, is hence the waiting tolerance of the user. Given the
reservation period, video can then be pre-fetched in advance
by means of client buffering. We consider a scheme where
movies are broadcast in a staggered fashion. If a user reserves a
movie at a specific time beyond the beginning of an upcoming
broadcast point, the client can prefetch the video into a buffer
when the broadcast stream begins; in this way, the client can
playback the movie strictly out of its buffer.2 On the other hand,
if the user reserves the movie at a time before the beginning
of the next broadcast point, a unicast stream and an on-going
broadcast stream are used to serve the user. Clearly, if users do
not want to wait for their movies, such a reservation system
reduces to an on-demand one. Note that the PPV pricing
structure can be based on reservation period and hence can alter
user delay preference. We address in this paper given a certain
reservation behavior, how system parameters pertaining to
buffer size and broadcast interval can be designed to minimize
the stream requirement. We demonstrate that a reservation
system can substantially reduce the number of streams required
(by many times in our example) as compared to an on-demand
system based on “patching.”

We briefly discuss previous work as follows. One of the
earliest batching schemes is called “First-Come-First-Serve”
(FCFS) [2]. The scheme is based on no knowledge on user
delay preference. All requests join a single queue. Whenever
a stream is available, the request at the head of the queue,
together with all the other requests for the same video, is
served. Besides FCFS, other schemes such as “Maximum
Queue Length” (MQL), “Max_Batch” and “Min_Idle” have
also been proposed in [2], [8], [10]. All these schemes are
based onpartial user delay information (such as knowing the
minimum waiting time of the users) without prioritization on
user classes. We differ from them by considering schemes
based onfull knowledge of user delay behavior, and show that
such knowledge achieves substantially lower loss rate or stream
requirement. We also study how users may be prioritized to
offer differentiated grades of services. A policy based on the
knowledge of user delay tolerance termed LAMB (LookAhead
Maximize-Batch) has been proposed in [13]. However, LAMB
is quite complex and requires continuous computationally-in-
tensive optimization in the server, and has no mechanism to
differentiate user classes. Client buffering techniques as used
in video broadcasting have also been discussed extensively in
[14]–[23]. All these schemes consider meeting a certain fixed
user delay requirement, instead of meeting a heterogeneous
reservation schedule. A more recent scheme termed “patching”
(also known as “catching” or “stream tapping”) is proposed and
studied in [24]–[31], which is an on-demand scheme making
use of broadcasting and client buffering. As compared with
it, our reservation system can achieve much lower bandwidth
requirement.

2We distinguish “user” from “client” here, where a “user” makes movie re-
quest and is the money-payer in the system, while a “client” is a desktop com-
puter or TV set-top box which prefetches data on user’s behalf.

Fig. 1. A video broadcasting system.

This paper is organized as follows. We first describe delay-
aware broadcasting and present some illustrative simulation
results in Section II. The operation of the reservation system
is described and analyzed in Section III. We conclude in
Section IV.

II. THE DELAY-AWARE BROADCASTING SCHEMES

We first present delay-aware broadcasting (DAB) and its
reservation variant, DAB-r, in Section II-A, followed by some
illustrative simulation results to illustrate their performance in
Section II-B.

A. Scheme Description

In Delay-Aware Broadcasting without channel reservation
(DAB), per-movie queue is used, i.e., a user joins a queue
corresponding to the movie it requests after revealing its
maximum delay tolerance to the server. The server keeps a
sorted list of the reneging time of the users, and serves the one
just about to leave, along with all the requests for the same
movie. If there is no available server channel at a reneging
point, the user is not served and is lost. We show the operation
of this scheme in Fig. 2. In this figure, user 1 and user 3 request
a movie (say, movie A), while user 2 and user 4 request another
movie (movie B). When user 1 is about to leave (i.e., renege 1),
both user 1 and user 3 are served as a batch if there is available
channels; otherwise, user 1 is lost.

In general users who pay more (those premium users) are
those with low delay preference and expect lower loss rate (i.e.,
lower probability of missing their delay deadlines). DAB as
described above does not differentiate users according to their
delay preference or PPVs. In order to appropriately differentiate
user classes in terms of their delay preference and assign server
channels accordingly, we can modify DAB with channel reser-
vation (DAB-r). In this scheme, all video requests join a single
queue and there are different priority level for the users (de-
pending on their PPV). If there is a channel available, the server
reserves the channel to the users in a FCFS manner according to
a probability depending on the user priority class. This reserved
channel ensures that the user, and hence the movie batch, can be
served at its reneging time. Clearly, by adjusting the reservation
probability, the chance of channel run-out for that priority group
of users can be changed accordingly, hence achieving differen-
tiated loss rate and services.
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Fig. 2. The operation of delay-aware broadcasting (DAB).

Note that a premium user may arrive to the system when all
channels are already reserved to movies with lower-priority
users. In order to ensure that higher-priority users enjoy better
chance in channel allocation, “channel stealing” or channel
reallocation is implemented as follows. When a user arrives and
there is no available channel, the system checks whether there are
channels already reserved for those movies with lower-priority
users only. If so, the channel corresponding to the one with
the fewest requests is re-allocated (and hence “stolen”) to the
newly arrived user with a certain re-allocation probability
( means that the channel is always re-allocated). If all
channels are reserved for the higher-priority users, no channel
can be re-allocated. Clearly, there is a trade-off between
and loss rate: the higher theis, the lower is the loss rate of
the users with high priority. We choose the movie with the
fewest requests because of its simplicity and to minimize the
number of users affected lest the channel is re-allocated.

In studying the schemes, we are interested in the following
metrics:

• Overall loss probability , and the loss probability for
class users : is defined as the ratio of the total
number of user lost to the total number of arrivals in the
system, and is defined as the ratio of the total number
of class users lost to the total number of classarrivals
in the system. The lower is, the higher is the priority of
the user;

• Average revenue rate ($/min), defined as the total PPV
collected from the served users divided by the total time
examined;

• Unfairness, which is defined by the variance of loss rate of
the movies divided by the total number of movies in the
system [2], i.e.,

Unfairness (1)

where is the loss rate for movie (given by the
ratio of the total number of lost requests for moviewith
respect to the total number of requests for that movie).
Clearly, unfairness increases when there is discrimination
of requests among movies; and

• Overall average delay (in minutes), and average delay in
each class minutes, defined as the average delay from
the time user enters the system until the time the movie is
displayed.

B. Illustrative Simulation Results

We present in this section the simulation results for the
performance of the DAB and DAB-r schemes, and compare
them with FCFS. In our study, we consider that, as in other
literature, user arrives to the system according to a Poisson
process with rate req/min. There are movies of
length minutes in the system. The popularity of the
movies is according to a Zipf distribution, with ,
where [2]. The server has video streams.
We consider a system with 3 classes and delay-dependent PPV.
Class 1 users are the highest priority users, whose maximum
delay tolerance is 5 minutes and service charge is 4 units
(or dollars). Class 2 users have maximum delay tolerance of
10 minutes with 2 units of service charge, and Class 3 users
have 20 minutes delay tolerance with 1 unit of service charge.
Class 1 users should be offered the highest service quality (i.e.,
the lowest loss rate) as compared with the other user classes.
The fraction of users in class 1, 2 and 3 are 10%, 30% and
60%, respectively. We consider that channels, if available, are
always reserved to Class 1 and Class 2 users in the DAB-r
scheme, and a re-allocation probability.

We first consider user loss rate for DAB-r. We show in
Fig. 3 the overall loss rate and the loss rate for each class

with respect to the channel re-allocation
probability , for an arrival rate req/min. As expected,
the loss rate for class 1 decreases while that of class 2 increases
as increases, since reserved channels of this class are more
likely to be re-allocated to class 1 users. does not change
much since affects only class 1 and class 2 users. If we want
to maintain the proper relationship , we
can choose in this case. We would choose in
our following simulation since it achieves a low (about
1%) and a relatively low (about 6%). Note that the overall
loss rate is given by , where

, and are the fractions of class 1, class 2, and class 3
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Fig. 3. Overall loss probabilityP and class loss probabilityP versus channel re-allocation probabilityp for DAB-r.

Fig. 4. Overall loss probabilityP versus� for FCFS, DAB, and DAB-r.

users, respectively ( , 0.3, and 0.6 here, respectively). The
overall loss rate does not depend much on, and decreases
only slightly as increases.

We compare in Fig. 4 with respect to for FCFS, DAB
and DAB-r ( ). As increases, the loss probability in-
creases, as more requests compete for the limited number of
streams. Clearly, both DAB and DAB-r achieve much lower
loss rate than FCFS, showing that making use of the knowledge
of user delay preference can reduce the loss rate significantly.
Note that though DAB and DAB-r perform similarly in terms of
overall loss rate, this is not so when we examine the loss rate in
each class, as shown in the following figures.

We compare in Figs. 5 and 6 and with respect to
for FCFS, DAB and DAB-r. The loss rate of FCFS is always

much higher than both DAB and DAB-r, because it does not
consider user delay tolerance and allocates channels to users too
soon. It is worth noting that in DAB, the class 1 users (i.e., those
premium users who pay more for a lower delay) has an even
higher loss rate than those class 3 users. DAB-r, on the other
hand, achieves a much more proper differentiation of services
across user classes: The class 1 requests are served with a higher
priority, thus their loss probability is lower than that of class 3
users. for DAB-r is higher than that of DAB, due to the fact
that channels are reserved for class 1 and class 2 users, leading
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Fig. 5. Class 1 loss probabilityP versus� for FCFS, DAB, and DAB-r.

Fig. 6. Class 3 loss probabilityP versus� for FCFS, DAB, and DAB-r.

to fewer channels for serving class 3 users. Note that of
both DAB and DAB-r does not increase rapidly with, due to
batching effect and the fact that the users can tolerate longer
delay than the other two classes.

We next plot in Fig. 7 the overall revenue for DAB,
DAB-r and FCFS with respect to. When increases, the
revenue first increases rather linearly (since there is little user
loss) and then gradually flattens off (due to user loss). Clearly,

for both DAB and DAB-r is significantly higher than that
of FCFS, due to the difference between their loss rates. DAB-r
has a slightly higher because more class 1 users are served.
The performance of DAB and DAB-r is very close to an ideal

system (which has no user loss) characterized by(average
PPV).

We show in Fig. 8 the unfairness in loss rate vs.between the
schemes FCFS and DAB-r. We clearly see that DAB-r achieves
significantly better fairness. The unfairness for FCFS increases
steeply as increases beyond a point (corresponding to the point
at which the loss rate increases quickly). This is because asin-
creases, the server begins to run out of channels and queue starts
to built up. Since the request rate for more popular movies is
higher than those unpopular ones and a released server channel
is assigned according to the FCFS policy, the requests for pop-
ular movies are more likely to be assigned a channel, leading
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Fig. 7. Overall revenueR versus� for FCFS, DAB, and DAB-r.

Fig. 8. Unfairness versus� for FCFS and DAB-r.

to unfairness (nonuniformity in loss rate across movies). On the
other hand, since DAB-r (and as well as DAB) is based on user’s
reneging time, and not on movie popularity nor user request rate,
its fairness is much better than that of FCFS scheme.

We finally show the overall average delaywith respect to
in Fig. 9 for FCFS, DAB and DAB-r. Note that of both DAB
and DAB-r schemes is higher than that of FCFS. This is ex-
pected because DAB and DAB-r make better use of the streams
by allocating the streams to users at their points of reneging;
therefore channels are not allocated too fast and hence run out
too soon. FCFS, on the other hand, allocates streams to users as

soon as they arrive, causing the streams to run out too fast. The
higher delay of DAB and DAB-r should not be a concern be-
cause the delay expectation of the users are mostly met: they are
willing to wait for such a time before the movies start. For DAB
and DAB-r, decreases with increasingdue to batching ef-
fect: the later arrivals in a batch enjoy lower delay, which brings
down the average delay. In FCFS, is low for small (due
to little queuing time) but increases quite fast asincreases
because channels quickly run out. The increase is tamed as
further increases due to batching effect as mentioned above. Re-
garding the average delay of the three individual classes, we find
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Fig. 9. Overall average start-up delayD versus� for FCFS, DAB, and DAB-r.

that they exhibit the same trend, with the average delay for each
class being lower than each of their respective maximum delay
tolerance.

III. A R ESERVATION SYSTEM

In this section, we present a reservation scheme to achieve
lower system requirement by means of client buffering. We first
describe the scheme in Section III-A, and then show its analysis
and optimization in Section III-B. We finally present some il-
lustrative numerical results in Section III-C.

A. Scheme Description

In the reservation system, the server channels are divided
into broadcast streams and unicast streams. A movie is broad-
cast in a staggered fashion to its completion using a broadcast
stream every minutes. Therefore, the number of broadcast
streams allocated for the movie is , where is the
movie length (holding time) in minutes. Requests with the dis-
play time beyond the upcoming broadcast point can be served
solely by the broadcast stream with prefetching. However, for a
request with the display time falling before the upcoming broad-
cast time, a unicast stream and prebuffering are used to merge
the request back to the (temporally) closest broadcast stream.

We show in Fig. 10 the operation of this scheme, where users
specify the exact starting time of the movie when they arrive.
Let be the reservation period of the user, andbe the time
between the arrival and the next broadcast point. We need to
consider two cases:

a) (i.e., the movie is scheduled to be displayed
after the start of the next broadcast stream): the client
pre-buffers the video from the broadcast stream right be-
fore . At the display time, the client simply plays back
the movie from the buffer.

b) : At the time of arrival, the client first pre-buffers
the video data from the ongoing broadcast stream which
is started right before the arrival. When the movie starts
playing, a unicast stream is allocated to supply the begin-
ning portion of the video for a (short) period of time equal
to minutes, after which the unicast stream is re-
linquished and the video data is streamed from its own
buffer.

We clearly see that the client buffer is no more thanminutes
of video time. The value of can be optimized in order to min-
imize the total number of unicast and broadcast streams, given
a certain user reservation behavior. Note that the special case

corresponds to an on-demand system and the technique
is called “patching.” We compare the bandwidth requirement of
patching with this reservation system.

B. Scheme Analysis

We present the analysis on the reservation system in this sec-
tion. If the bandwidth is sized appropriately, the operation of a
movie is independent of the others, and hence it is sufficient to
focus on a particular movie with its request being Poisson with
rate req/min. We are interested in the following parameters:

• The number of streams required for a movie,: This is
the sum of the broadcast streams and unicast streams used.
Clearly, if is long, the number of unicast streams used is
large and hence is large; on the other hand, if is short,
the number of broadcast streams used is large and hence
is large. Therefore, there is an optimal broadcast interval

to minimize . We would like to obtain such ,
and compare (the optimal ) with that of an optimized
on-demand system based on patching; and

• The buffer requirement, : As mentioned before, the
buffer requirement is .

In the reservation system, the number of broadcast streams
required is clearly (ignoring the nonintegral part). Re-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Operation of the reservation system. (a) Movie starts after the next upcoming broadcast point. (b) Movie starts before the next upcoming broadcast point.

garding the number of unicast streams, we only need to con-
sider the case , since no unicast stream is used oth-
erwise. Assume that follows a certain distribution given by

, independent of other users. The probability
that a random user arriving minutes before the next broad-
cast point chooses a time before that point is obviously given by

, and the corresponding length of the unicast
stream required is . Moreover, given an arrival within
the interval , the time at which the user arrives is uniformly
distributed and hence the probability that the user arrives at time

is (Poisson property). Therefore, the average
length of the unicast streams is , and
the average number of unicast streams required,, is given by
(by Little’s formula)

(2)

which yields

(3)

To minimize , we differentiate it with respect to and set it
to zero to obtain .

Note that in the traditional on-demand system based
on patching, users cannot tolerate any delay and hence

, where is a unit-step step function given
by when and when .
Thus, the average number of unicast streams required is
given by , which yields

. We hence have

(4)

and

(5)

C. Illustrative Numerical Examples

We present in this section the performance of the reservation
system and compare it with the on-demand patching system.
As an example, we consider that the reservation periodis
exponential with mean minutes [i.e., ],
yielding

(6)

from which and can be obtained. We consider a baseline
system where minutes, req/min and

min .
We plot in Fig. 11 with respect to . As increases,

decreases quickly at the beginning (due to a decrease in broad-
cast streams required) and then rises again (due to an increase
in unicast streams). clearly has a minimum at a certain .
We show in Fig. 12 with respect to for the reservation
and on-demand system (which also corresponds to client buffer
requirement). As increases, decreases, so as to take ad-
vantage of the batching effect by means of broadcasting and to
decrease the requirement of unicast streams. We see that the
buffer requirement as given by is not high in most of the
cases ( 10% of the movie length). The reservation system has
a larger as compared with the on-demand system, mainly
due to the fact that unicast streams are less likely to be used in
the reservation system.

We show in Fig. 13 and the corresponding requirement
of broadcast channels with respect to, for the reservation
and on-demand systems. The number of streams used in
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Fig. 11. S versusW for the reservation system.

Fig. 12. W versus� for the reservation system and an on-demand system based on patching.

the reservation system is substantially lower than that of the
on-demand system (by 3–4 times), especially when the request
rate is high. The requirement of broadcast channels for the
reservation system is also substantially lower, due to its larger

. From the difference between and the number of
broadcast channels, we see that the number of unicast streams
used in reservation system is also significantly lower than that
of the on-demand system.

We finally show the effect of user reservation period (i.e., user
waiting tolerance) on and , given , in Fig. 14.

Clearly, decreases when the average reservation period
increases. This is because users are more willing to wait and
hence the broadcast interval can be longer. As increases,

decreases, mainly because more and more users are served
by broadcast streams rather than unicast streams. Note that the
number of unicast streams required is quite low even with such
a high arrival rate (when minutes, fewer than ten
unicast streams are required as in Fig. 13). Note that the case

corresponds to the on-demand system, which has a
much higher bandwidth requirement.
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Fig. 13. S versus� for the reservation system and on-demand system.

Fig. 14. S andW versus1=� for the reservation system.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Traditional study on video systems assumes that user delay
preference is unknown. In this paper, we consider that such
delay preference is revealed to the server upon users’ arrival.
We have study the case for a system based on delay-dependent
charges and a reservation system.

Regarding delay-dependent charges, the PPV of a movie de-
pends on the maximum delay users are willing to tolerate. We
have studied “Delay-Aware Broadcasting” (DAB), which serves

users at their reneging point, along with all the other waiting
users for the same movie. Via simulation, this scheme is shown
to achieve substantially lower user loss rate (and hence higher
revenue) than a FCFS policy in which user delay preference is
not taken into consideration. However, DAB is found to have
a high loss rate for those low-delay users. To address this and
to offer differential grade of services to users, we have studied
a reservation variant termed “DAB-r” in which freed channels
can be reserved for the higher-priority arrivals. In the scheme,
some of the reserved channels can also be re-allocated to those
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higher-priority users when bandwidth is limited. With DAB-r,
we show that a proper differentiation of services can be offered
to the users.

Regarding reservation systems, we have analyzed a system
in which users specify in advance the exact time their movies
are to be displayed and are charged according to their reserva-
tion period. In the scheme, a movie is broadcast in a staggered
fashion. If the reserved play-time of a movie is beyond the next
upcoming broadcast point, the client simply buffers the video
at the broadcast point and playbacks from its buffer at the due
time. Otherwise, the client immediately pre-buffers the (tempo-
rally) closest ongoing broadcast stream, while a unicast stream
is used to supply the missing startup portion of the movie until
the client is able to retrieve the matched video data from its
buffer. We have considered how the total number of streams can
be minimized by optimizing the broadcasting interval, and show
that such a scheme, as compared with a traditional on-demand
system based on patching, can substantially reduce the server
bandwidth (by 3 to 4 times in our examples) with very little
client buffering ( 20 minutes). Our study shows that making
use of the knowledge of user delay preference can lead to a
system with low cost and low loss. We are currently looking into
some fundamental issues in video broadcasting. For example,
given a limited number of channels and user delay tolerance in
the system, what is the best way to allocate channels so as to
minimize user loss? The answer to this question will serve as an
important bound for various batching algorithms and shed lights
on how requests should be scheduled when user delay tolerance
is not completely revealed to the system.
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